Brook’s Sample CAN pages…. I warned you they are messy :-)

As mentioned on page 41

Today’s date

My 3-Step Action List for the Day

I had a call with Rhonda, the MTM
Director. The stars are action items
I need to add to my list and notes
on the call. The bottom says “next
call Mon” and I will add that to my
calendar when I do my Nightly Reflection
During the day, I received an email
from a colleague. He needed me to
fax a document and talk at 5:00. I
did not have time to do it right
when he sent the message, so I
have written it down.
Throughout the day, these additional tasks come up and I jot them
down quickly so I don’t forget and
can transfer them during my Nightly
Reflection.

Same day… continued
While working on a project I realize I
haven’t heard back on a couple of
pending items. I jot this down so I
can follow up during a Power Hour.
Like most days, I think of a new
idea. While I am not sure if it is an
idea I will follow through on at this
point, I write it down so I don’t forget it. This prompts me to remember
two other things I want to check—so
I jot those down as well.
I receive an email from a website
interested in excerpting a portion of
the book. I need to check a few
things with my publicist and can’t at
the moment or I would break my focus on the project at hand, so I
scribble a reminder.
When I go out to get the mail I realize how cold it has suddenly become
and it prompts me to remember I
need to get Sammy a winter coat.

My gratitude list at day’s end.

Samples of what can end up in Brook’s C.A.N. during a day….

ww.maketodaymatter.net
On many days I fill multiple pages of
my CAN with thoughts, notes, ideas.
On this page (which is from 3 years
ago) it looks like I was planning
something for my blogs.

This interesting entry is actually
something for my daughter. She was
working on a video game and needed
to know what to do with certain
“power ups.” I looked it up online
and then wrote it down, knowing she
would ask me more than once.

Here I was thinking through timing of
an online course. I was likely out and
about where pulling out a full calendar would have been inconvenient so
I created a quick “calendar sketch.”

Samples
Sample Notes
of what
Pages
can end up in Brook’s C.A.N. during a day….

ww.maketodaymatter.net

Another page of notes and
thoughts collected throughout the
day. (The blocked out areas contain client names, blocked out for
privacy.)
Notice the timeline about halfway down the page. Looks like a
day where I had a lot to get done
quickly, so I sketched out a time
frame to follow. I use my C.A.N.
in whatever way I need to in order
to accomplish my goal and retain
ALL my information.

Samples of what can end up in Brook’s C.A.N. during a day….

These two pages reflect my brainstorming of ideas for the High
Energy Course. I am listing out different variables and things that
may influence energy that I want to research.

ww.maketodaymatter.net

